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Abstract

It has been argued that the Chinese market is a potential consumer of overseas products, and several documents identify the opportunities and risks that the Chinese market also represents. Nevertheless, on one hand, it Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative would create more opportunities for Latin American economies (review the formula that clarifies how the Chinese market operates their strategic prices, Chapter 1, Prices Equation) to follow up as example. On other hand, the CELAC could benefit from more opportunities with the Chinese internal market and at the same time these countries would increase their economies. In this way, LAC–Latin American Countries could reduce its unemployment rate.

This study will look at the feasibility of a Commercial Cluster Platform CCP–Commercial Cluster Platform between LAC countries to work freely at internal Chinese market. The formulated research question will explore the various advantages and measures to manage SEN–Strategic Enterprise Networking.

This dissertation evaluates the possibility of management LACI–Latin American Commercial Integration; to reach a common free agreement as part of the Chinese approach to new preferential trade agreements characterized by the term competitive liberalization. It bases on the idea that competition among large countries (US/EU) in negotiating preferential arrangements with smaller countries or regions will lower barriers, and eventually add fresh impulse to new multilateral WTO negotiations.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Introduction to Study

A typical commercial cluster comprises SMEs (Lamming et al., 2000). SMEs could benefit from commercial clusters network model, when implemented with minimal changes to the existing commercial processes. Lamming et al. (2000) argue that such a model requires a framework integrating all the components using component relationships at an operational level. As such, there is a need for a framework in CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative as a foundation for development of model(s) of industry applications. This research describes the development of an integrated framework for CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative, and contributes to the knowledge of potential improvements and developments in commercial processes. The framework becomes a foundation for model developments in many industry applications, using individual networks.

1.2 Background of this Research

However, despite trading regulation to protect internal market and other commercial limiting measures and political constraints that some countries manage at domestic process, global commercial warfare competition is increasing rapidly and the information is the most important revolution part in this process. As Clark and Fujimoto (1991) states, “Few things so stimulate economic growth as the rapid development of information, whether telecommunications, computer data, computer network, or entertainment media”.

In fact, since the early 1980s, there has been a significant improvement in the amount of strategic cluster signed between several enterprises and/or countries. On one occasion (1980-1990), Japanese enterprises celebrated over
five hundred (500) commercial clusters with United States enterprises (Prahalad et al., 2001). Moreover, the goal of cluster network has also been seen. It is important to mention that strategic networks of the ASEAN–Association of Southeast Asian Nations was founded on 1967, August the 8th, by several Asia countries such as Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, Philippines and Indonesia.

The explanation why strategic commercial cluster remains so famous is because of the appeal of flexibility, informality and effectiveness between each single CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative member. Technology becomes complex and costly, and potential customers demand more integration. This explains why enterprises appear to build strategic commercial cluster in a record quantity.

Due to the complication of going alone, regional competitors must join in strategic cluster platform to reach common aims such as:

Table 1. Common objective on strategic CCII-commercial cluster integration initiative platform

| 1. Increase the productivity of the group companies | 2. Drive innovation in the field |
| 3. Encourage new enterprises in the field | 4. Reduce opportunistic behavior |
| 5. Increase the pressure of coordination between undertakings | 6. Advancement |
| 7. Sharing production | 8. Research facilities, and the international supply chain market to ensure market growth |

Sources: own research data, 2012, common objective on strategic CCII-commercial cluster integration initiative platform

Current efforts of each country are resulting towards CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative worldwide, which is becoming an increasing complex relationship network because a single country will not find an easy way to access a strict international market by itself (e.g. China). R&D clusters network are increasing in every single industry, including each single international country.

1.3 Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative Framework

Enterprises claim that countries integration on market operations is essential for the type of international supply chain development. Primarily, the reason could be that enterprises place reliable large volume of merchandise punctually on the destination market. It is crucial on the market that never runs out of stock. Strict markets (China as example) have strong commercial mechanisms if their customers would experience supply shortage. The main objective of the CCP–Commercial Cluster Platform is to maintain punctuality, reliable delivery and low-cost on supply chain. CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative partnership is essential, since any issue on the strict market can be solved between members of CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative platform (CELAC, 2011). e.g., everything in the distribution chain management has a high cost, including international and internal logistics management cost. Cluster integration partnership minimizes direct and indirect costs as well as delivery time, and maximizes offer of quantity as regional market participation.

However, several countries such as Chile, Peru, Costa Rica, Mexico and Colombia have FTAs with this potential market referenced by this study. In this single way, enterprises of each country have the opportunity to access markets without many difficulties, but still manage a cluster integration partnership to minimize risk and maximize market supply. Governments as well should have the responsibility on the commercial platform. This requires organizing the platform in order that enterprises may have more international commercial support. (Merchant and Otley, 2007).
1.4 History of the Economics of CELAC and China

1.4.1 The Organization of Latin American States

On February 23, 2010, Latin American leaders at the 23rd Rio Group summit in Playa del Carmen, Quintana Roo, Mexico, stated that they were forming an organization of Latin American and Caribbean nations. Once its charter was developed, the group was formally established in July, 2011, at a summit in Caracas. The bloc was the main forum for political dialogue for the region, without the United States and Canada.

CELAC's inaugural summit was due to be held in mid-2011. The summit was instead held on December 2 and 3, 2011 in Caracas - Venezuela. It primarily focused on the global economic crises in the United States and Europe at the moment, and was evaluating its effects in the Latin American region. Several leaders, including Cristina Fernandez (Argentina President 2011-2015), Dilma Rousseff (Brazil President 2011-2014) and Juan Manuel Santos (Colombian President 2010-2014), encouraged an increase in regional commercial trade, economic development, and further economic cooperation among members in order to defend their growing economies. CELAC is made up of 33 countries in Latin America and the Caribbean without the presence of the United States and Canada.
1.4.2 Chinese Government Support

Chinese president, Hu Jintao (China President 2002-2012), sent a message to Venezuelan president, Hugo Chavez, and Chilean president, Sebastian Pinera, last year to congratulate the founding of the CELAC. In this message, Hu said that the establishment of CELAC is a major milestone in regional integration and that China appreciates the positive role of Latin American and Caribbean countries in international and regional affairs.

In its own dealings with Latin America, China promotes a “win-win” policy of “mutually beneficial” interaction. Ex-President Hu Jintao made no official visits to specific Latin American countries in 2011, but President Xi Jinping (China President 2012-2017) visited Cuba, Uruguay, and Chile, where he reached a number of primarily investment and/or trade-based agreements with the countries’ leaders.

China has established its own free trade agreements with three countries in Latin America – Chile, Peru, and Costa Rica. The Costa Rican FTA came into effect on August 1, 2011. According to Costa Rican press, China and Costa Rica have been working ever since to implement its various provisions. The FTA currently enables over 60 percent of the countries’ products to enter each other markets duty-free. Chinese textiles, machines, electric appliances, vegetables, fruits, automobiles, chemical products, raw fur and leather exports are expected to benefit from the agreement. Costa Rica should see higher sales of coffee, beef, pork, fruit juices and jam in the Chinese market. China also maintains bilateral investment protection agreements and bilateral tariff reduction agreements with certain countries in the region, most of which were implemented in the mid-1990s or early 2000s.

1.4.3 China is the Most Dynamic Economy

As a destination for exports, China became more important in 14 of the 17 countries analyzed and was among the top five destinations for seven countries: Argentina, Venezuela, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, Peru and Uruguay. As an origin for the region’s imports, China moved up the ranking for almost all the countries and was among the top five origin countries for 16 of the 17 countries analyzed (the exception is Honduras, but even there China is ranked as the sixth largest source of imports).

In our empirical analysis, we essentially tested whether Chinese exports to a particular country in a given category are affecting LAC exports to a greater extent than exports from other countries, controlling for overall exporter supply growth.

1.5 China & Latin American and the Caribbean Entering to a New Commercial Relationship

China economic growth vs. Latin America is an important consideration. Both economies can be considered emerging markets, where rapid growth of the economy can be seen. China’s growth is significant but Latin America offers several benefits as well. Latin America is not a formal economy itself; rather it is those countries where Spanish or Portuguese are spoken. Countries included here are Mexico, Central American countries and South American countries, as well as the Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, Cuba and the Caribbean.

As mentioned earlier, the integration includes 33 countries as seen on the following table, which indicate several statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Indicate the country’s global position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antigua and Barbuda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.5.1 China has become a Key Commercial Partner for CELAC

As previous formula and figure showed, it can be assured that China has gained a major share in the region’s trade, while the United States and the European Union continue to lose relative share. In the 2006-2010 period, the region’s exports to China grew five times faster than those to the overall world. This makes China a key commercial partner for CELAC countries. In 2010, the region’s exports to China amounted to 8% of its total exports, compared to a 41% share going to the United States and 13% to the European Union (27 countries).

Sources: Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, and Own Calculation Researcher Data, 2012, indicate the country’s global position
In other hand, China is a larger commercial partner for the region on the import side than on the export side, which has led to widening bilateral trade deficit. Forecasts indicate that China will overtake the European Union as the region’s second largest source of imports. In this trade dynamics, China has gained an increasingly important role, both in exports and imports, and has quickly surpassed Japan as Asia-Pacific’s main commercial partner.
Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Plurinational State Of Bolivia And Uruguay. Estaimates and projections are based on GDP growth rates between 2000 and 2009 for Latin America and the Caribbean, Asia-Pacific, China, the United States, the European Union and the rest of the world. Forecasted growth of exports and imports are assumed to converge with the respective economics’ long-term GDP growth rate.

The increase in imports from China will be led by purchases of capital goods, particularly electronic items, auto-parts, equipment and machinery, and textiles. These Chinese products already have a strong presence in the region’s markets. Some countries in the region have relatively weak trade relations with China, despite its evident importance as a trading partner.

![Figure 5. CELAC: share of Asian-pacific and China in trade (2010)](source)

Source: Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), on the basis of United Nations Commodity Trade Data Base (COMTRADE) for 2000 and official country data for 2010. Another Asia includes Hong Kong SAR. China refers only to the people’s Republic of China. Data for the Caribbean countries (except for Dominican Republic) are from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Direction of Trade Statistics.

The importance of China as a market for the region’s exports varies significantly from country to country in CELAC. Since the beginning of the 1990s, China has become a key export destination for Cuba, Chile, Peru, Brazil, Argentina and Venezuela (in order of China’s importance as a destination for each country’s exports). The importance of China is even greater if trade through Hong Kong Special Administrative Regions (SAR) is considered.

1.5.2 The Objective of this Research

What causes the actual economic crisis in some countries as US and Europe has been previously described. This situation has led to a breakdown of this research to find out key points to manage international networks/clusters on the international and strict markets to avoid critical economic situations. An advantage of the study of CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative platform could be that CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative can be an alternative vehicle to help enterprises (CELAC, 2011) on development market and raise efficiency of their industry. Moreover, universal economic trends and the difficulties involved with gaining access to foreign markets have meant that strategic cluster integration activities have proliferated. Enterprises of different industries of Latin America have become international style over the years; strategic network activity in this area has increased. The focus of this research is also to integrate and build the joint cooperation in CELAC between regional enterprises, according to the structure of members, and to obtain the satisfaction of enterprises that would enjoy the Commercial Clusters Integration Initiative.

This point of view will refer to these enterprises networks as competitors and/or customers. Finally, the study will evaluate the level of performance outcome, and the perception of the country (enterprises) members’
behavior, whereas most prior studies have examined only several results in this type of commercial cluster relationship. As a whole, this research tries to answer several important questions such as:

- Can the countries integration reduce time and cost on destination supply chain?
- Is the enterprises cooperation able to increase each single enterprise’s competitiveness at international market?

Information collected during this doctoral study provides measurable and verifiable information (see author credits), thus allowing reliable economic projections.

In order to accomplish these proposed objectives, this research is organized into four more chapters. In the first chapter the point of interest of this research has been explained (attraction of CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative platform and the important alternative choice made to strengthen enterprises to be developed in the current economic crises). Chapter two delineates the notion of strategic cluster integration platform. Chapter three provides the theory and hypothesis used. Chapter four addresses the methodological basis of this research, and then presents a discussion of the results. Chapter five discusses the findings of this research and concludes by identifying practical implications and future research.

2. Literature Review & Hypotheses

This chapter is organized into five parts. The first part presents the literature review on strategic CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative and an overview of know-based cluster, especially the origin of CELAC countries and China market commercial cluster cooperation together with prior studies related to these types of commercial cluster and knowledge transfer performance. The second part includes the theoretical framework and empirical literature concerning those factors affecting the effectiveness of knowledge transfer transaction cost and government networking support. The third part presents the modeling development & hypotheses. The fourth part shows independent variables, mediating variables and dependent variables, and, the last part looks at the research hypotheses of the study.

2.1 Overview of the Cluster Strategic Platform

Consequently, enterprises change commercial resources to reduce risk and maximize their market industry (Tom Davenport, 2005); (Power, 2007b; Daconta et al., 2003; Business Objects SA (2007). Researchers are considering that CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative and strategic absorption cooperation networking are market mechanisms alternative. According to these researchers, it would be necessary to implement CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative between countries worldwide (CELAC, 2011) and potential market (e.g. China) with an objective to address a specific strategic market. In addition, as researchers mention, enterprises are making clusters in order to secure and survive in the market sector.

Secondly, several researchers have focused and studied the framework of strategic clusters implementation, Sala-i-Martin and Artadi, 2004; Sarkis, 2003; Karsak et al., 2002). Strategic clusters can be managed in a variety of forms. In this study we focus on CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative platform, case in which countries would play important roles on the potential and strict market (e.g. China). Also, researchers mention several models cooperation forms such as JVs, Joint R&D, joint Production; marketing and promotion, supplier partnership, supply chain agreements as stated by Lapadat (2009, p. 927). In the typical networking absorption cooperation most of the researchers have focused on the dichotomy of equity absorption cooperation vs. non-equity absorption cooperation (Ireland et al., 2001; Stake, 2008; Yin, 2008; Miles and Huberman, 2005) and several studies have seen differences in equity networking (Trusov et al., 2009; Sweeney et al., 2008; Dellarocas, 2003). The ways of normal networking CIP are unilateral. This means that the enterprises transaction focus on contract of property rights. The key feature here is that countries CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative platform (CELAC, 2011), can join together for external supply chain managing strict market (e.g. China). On the other hand, countries of (CELAC, 2011) that already have FTA with this potential market (China) could be member of CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative platform with an objective of the study (develop Chinese supply chain) and this potential market (China) could access to those countries of (CELAC, 2011) with low logistics and tariff restriction. In that commercial platform, governments are required to pool resources and work together for enterprises benefit (Osterle et al., 2001). In comparison to this policy (CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative platform, bilateral policy agreements are usually incomplete and more open-ended.

2.1.1 Clusters Integration: Definition and Types

Over the last 10 years there has been considerable attention placed on the changes occurring in the enterprises environment. Of particular interest has been change in the nature of relationships. The new forms of
Table 3 summarizes the definitions of clusters in several aspects. It points out relevant definitions developed by a number of scholars to ensure that clusters in different industries are one of mutual benefit for every single party involved. In this research, clusters in commercial integration networks are defined as two or more partners/agreements that will carry out specific international chain supply market and, the purpose is the establishment of strategic relationships between governments to promote and implement networking commercial platforms and enterprises that share compatible goals, strive for mutual benefits, and acknowledge at a high level of mutual cooperation.

To understand more about clusters, the next section will explain why clusters in different industries are established, drawing on the different points of view stated in many academic papers published in the field.

Table 3. Four cluster’s type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geographical cluster</td>
<td>As we are studying in this recently research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sectoral clusters</td>
<td>A cluster of commercial resources operating together within the same commercial sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal cluster</td>
<td>Interconnections between businesses and a sharing of resources level eg. Knowledge management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical cluster</td>
<td>i.e. a supply chain cluster, the main idea of this study research.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Das and Teng, 2000: 34. As shown in table 2, type of cooperation of clusters can be classified according to the firm’s available resources.

2.1.2 The Dynamic Processes of Commercial Clusters Networking

Today's enterprises in every industry agreement are highly dynamic and uncertain. So, given these circumstances, enterprises of high-level governments are looking for feasible solutions to reduce in different measure risks in international markets. CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative can develop bargaining power at a high level, the moment that government provides support in the clusters commercial network; enterprises would be able to handle a potential and strict international market. Several researchers have focused only on studied "why firms do establish cooperation between enterprises until engaged absorption"; this research concludes that there are several main important theoretical approaches that explain the motivation for entering into CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative:

1) Transaction Cost Theory;
2) Strategic Approach;
3) Organizational Learning & Knowledge, and
4) The resource-based view perspective.

The clusters integration networking scenarios represent the second dimension of CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative (Prahalad et al., 2001). The enterprises that would work together should be from the same region (CELAC, 2011), as in the first case mentioned. Every country has to increase the number of enterprises in the same industry in order to cooperate with similar enterprises that have similar commercial resources. Rick Fernandez Hurtado, S., & Pablo Betancur Agudelo, J. (2012). Networking constitutes the next dimension of CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative Platform. Often, it is targeted among enterprises/manufactures and governments (as in this case study). The cluster countries integration (CELAC, 2011) enables enterprises to manage international agreements more easily with a high level of trust.
Moreover, in order to implement cluster integration network it is necessary to first analyze countries economy capabilities on several measurements such as technology, R&D, Commercial Balance, Investment level as so on, in order to freely join the integration. These parameters are influencing factors to develop CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative platform seeking immediate competitive advantages in the focus market. In this sense, each party can contribute to the specific commercial resources with an objective to gain competitive advantage or even to help each other with products and market expansion (Prahalad et al., 2001).

2.1.3 The Motivation of Enterprises on Domestic & International Market (Venture)

In current studies, transaction cost has been used over time as frequency devices in the decision making to manage integration market networks, where different timing and production methods can have a directly or indirect effect on transaction cost in commercial clusters integration platform as mentioned earlier. Findings on TCT–Transaction Cost Theory, argued by Williamson (1975, 1985), examines the relative costs and benefits in integration partnership and, more importantly, the understanding that those costs vary depending on the market objectives and decision making of the integration membership. This theory is usually referred to as the internationalization theory in the international trade relation literature (Stauss and Schoeler, 2004; Johnston, 2001). The term has been employed extensively in order to evaluate enterprises and multinational companies’ performance (Paik et al., 2000). TCT–Transaction Cost Theory argues that regional integration networks and CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative platform involve transaction costs. Regional integration network transaction costs are higher than that of CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative platform. Conversely, it is also true that integration networks between regional integration and CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative platform performance is moderated by the transaction costs of collaboration network to the transaction costs of internalization.

TCT–Transaction Cost Theory has been discussed in the international literature and marketing research. In this way, it makes sense that TCT–Transaction Cost Theory has to be implemented within international economics and initiative network fields.

2.1.4 General Aspects of Transaction Cost

From 1970's to date, transaction cost has been used as a pioneering theory for enterprises to evaluate their own
market development, as mentioned by Williamson (1975). Other theories have been used gradually. They are usually based on the concept of transaction costs that include transaction cost economics of Williamson (1985). The multinational enterprises behavior in economics transaction cost approach is a necessary argumentative point.

Many scholars have studied TCT–Transaction Cost Theory, especially after Williamson launched his studies on (1975); then, these theories became a popular worldwide. Transaction Cost Theory has been a method to analyze many areas of studies such as supply chain, clusters, etc. Transaction Cost Theory is observed in clusters markets hierarchy. Martins and Viedma (2004) argue that this happens when transaction cost is involved with a specific exchange, so high to compete with competence in the market operating by itself (Hoffmann et al., 2004; Schiele, 2008).

A very important point to be noted is that a major assumption of TCT–Transaction Cost Theory is the bounded rationality and opportunism of human behavior in the evolution of enterprises in market issues. Bounded rationality means that enterprises should seek measures to save resources (e.g. money) in market development processes. Opportunism, which indicates parties involved in the commercial relation with candor and honesty in commercial platform transactions.

2.1.5 The Structuring Aspect on Enterprises Network Platform

(Davidow, 2003) processes of transaction cost theory provide new insights into the structuring of clusters, and suggested that enterprises cooperation is complex. As noted in this research “CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative”, enterprises and governments are involved in the same objective. Thus, there is an essential networking in the transaction cost (opportunism and specific asset) and game theory (defection and sucker’s payoff). The network is a fundamental cooperation issue that was mentioned earlier, which is related to market behavior integration. The level of uncertainty together with interdependence and vulnerability in the pursuit of common-gain through competitive cooperation development action in market focus can be seen. Without committed assets, a new regional integration in commercial development market cooperation has no way to deeply develop the aim market.

Also, Heide& George (1992) argued that TCT–Transaction Cost Theory has direct relation with an enterprise structure. Transaction cost is used in enterprises internal assets and the presence of safeguards to integrate investment parties. Due to this operation Transaction Cost Theory has a strong role in several streams of marketing literature. The theory is a blend of institutional economics and organizational legal analysis.

2.1.6 The Aspect of Government Structure Networking Support

It can be noted in this part that TCE–Transaction Cost Economics relies on three (3) behavior assumptions in predicting how enterprises manage government’s network, opportunism, bounded rationality and risk neutrality (Chu, 2004); (Lin, 1998), previously referred to.

The TCE–Transaction Cost Economics analysis of enterprises to implement a regional integration, and CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative networking platform under government conditions must to be evaluated internally on asset structure and commercial strong enterprise with a networking partner relation.

The Transaction Cost Economics (Williamson, 1975, 1985, 1991) analysis of government interaction alternatives also have to be considered in any kind of integration cluster in order to build international political support (see, for example Das and Teng (2002); Freel (2000); Jarillo (1988, 1993).

Furthermore, integration platform can be considered a continuum process in markets. In one extreme lies the regional integration market platform that produces trading resources, and in the other extreme lies the international market objective with trading networking interaction in transaction economics and cost theory behavior that determinate the final trading transaction. In other words, there are two parties in the trading transaction such as domestic market (producer) and international market (purchaser) in trading relation. (Subramony, 2006).

2.1.7 The CCP–Commercial Cluster Platform Aspect on TCE–Transaction Cost Economic

The expansion in the variety cluster forms that take in the functions serve. Analyses merely sought to examine the market thickness (domestic and international), hierarchies, and hybrid forms (mainly cluster agreement). Early studies and even many recent ones placed clusters administrative forms in any kind of markets and hierarchy levels (e.g., Ireland et al., 2001; Simmie and Sennett, 1999). Now scholars should consider that several kinds of clusters have to be integrated into unique network capabilities. A number of studies may see clusters as just instruments to reduce transaction cost and risk, as explained in this study; but others believe
clusters can be implemented to develop competitiveness.

A recent study by Porter (2002), has also analyzed clusters via TCT–Transaction Cost Theory. It views transaction cost as also being used to explain three typical strategies to increase enterprises growth: integration network platform initiative, commercial competitive implementation and investment trust. The implementation of strategies among enterprises and governments can be regarded as integration strategies according to international markets growth.

Although the literature has reviewed the wide advantages of TCT–Transaction Cost Theory, limitations have also been found. These will be explained in the next section.

2.1.8 Narrow Circumstances of Transaction Cost

Narrow circumstances can also be seen in transaction cost, as denoted by Chu (2004) in shortcoming transaction economics cost paradigm. This was presented for the simple reason that there was not a high understanding of risk and trust measure in earlier empirical and theoretical issue.

Property rights theory has also presented narrow circumstances transaction cost: accurate predictions according to partnerships management that are not accomplished (e.g. regional integration agreement). Transaction cost generally anticipates structures closer relating to hierarchy, but some empirical studies have not found this relationship at all (Li and Lin, 2006).

![Clustering Markets](source: Own Researcher Data, 2012, Clustering Markets)

**Figure 7. Clustering markets**

2.2 Model Development & Hypotheses

As already mentioned, the purpose of this study is to implement and develop a CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative in initiative networking among CELAC, 2011 enterprises and/or industries with China market as supply chain. The following sections will try to demonstrate how the collaboration structure for commercial integration agreement will be implemented where the parties involved are enterprises in CELAC countries integration with an objective to develop and enter freely into China supply chain market. So, the networking structure in commercial relationship will be integrated in the same region with a government support (CELAC, 2011) and union enterprises; Chinese supply chain market evolution will be analyzed as an important point in this research, even, this study can be available to be implemented with other kinds of markets such as CELAC – EU, etc.
2.3 Research Hypotheses

The concept of transaction cost is important and relevant to the development of strategies in theory research, particularly with respect to knowing the reason for enterprises diversification, engaging JVs, multinational cooperation and reliance on informal agreements in operating commercial transactions (Li et al., 2006; Bagchi and Skjoett-Larsen, 2005; Petersen et al., 2005; Saeed et al., 2005). Using transaction cost in the scenario of multinational enterprises in FDI–Foreign Direct Investment could be inefficient in transferring capabilities through agreements.

H1. Members of an enterprise will form part of a commercial NW–Network with government support and become more dynamic in an international strict-regulated and potential market like China if they join an association with a regional commercial structure platform such as CELAC.

H2. Members of an enterprise will form part of a commercial NW–Network with government support and become more dynamic in an international strict-regulated and potential market like China if they make essential coordination in implementing commercial clusters.

H3. Members of an enterprise will form part of a commercial NW–Network with government support and become more dynamic in an international strict-regulated and potential market like China if they expected low levels of reciprocity.

H4. Members of an enterprise will form part of a commercial NW–Network with government support and become more dynamic in an international strict-regulated and potential market like China if they make important capital investment in assets in implementing commercial platform.

H5. Members of an enterprise will form part of a commercial NW–Network with government support and become more dynamic in getting involved in commercial platform if they make important implementation in incentive and motivation.

However, it is convenient to say that although the transactional value approach represents another theoretical framework, it is consistent with the implicit intent of the TCT–Transaction Cost Theory in some ways. Transaction costs are a subset of total costs to be aggregated and compared with the set of total benefits in an overall calculation of the commercial integration value. In this way, the second aspect related to the approach of the transactional value (to consider the process by which resources members create and develop value) becomes relevant because it can result in a transformation that leads to greater expected net benefits for every integration.
member (Li and Lin, 2006). That is the reason why it can be said that the transactional value theory should be complementing the explanations of TCT–Transaction Cost Theory and the property rights theory of the selected structure for developing integration network agreement, and, thinking about the objective of this dissertation, the overall theoretical framework allows for behavior, structure, and satisfaction to be related.

**H6.** Members of an enterprise will form part of a commercial NW–Network with government support and become more dynamic in international strict – regulated and potential market like China if they provide satisfaction for each other in commercial cluster integration.

Having presented the theoretical framework under consideration in this dissertation, the next chapter will present the relevant data that will be used to contrast the established hypotheses.

3. Research Methodology

In fact, there is little literature to display this type of study focused on CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative -) platform implementation, which in this case study is related among enterprises of CELAC economic group and Chinese supply chain. Therefore, this research is designed with two different purposes: on one hand, to be exploratory research into the CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative platform implementation by enterprises of (CELAC, 2011) economic group and China supply chain; and on the other hand, to be explanatory research where government networking support (CELAC, 2011) must to be an essential part in international politics relation.

In order to understand the dynamics in CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative platform use as well as satisfaction and member’s behavior, we have studied extant literature in the areas of commercial clusters. The theoretical model that was developed in Chapter Three addressed the research questions. This exercise also provides richness of contextual detail permitting grounding of the framework and constructs. Then, the data collected allowed the hypotheses mentioned in Chapter Three to be tested.

3.1 Research Design & Sampling Methods

The survey was carried out with a cross-sectional design in which the data were collected in two different times. This study will be implemented in both qualitative and quantitative research. Information was conducted in the form of field research by distributing self-administered questionnaires and interviews. The purpose of the qualitative analysis is to discover how the effectiveness of knowledge transfer is affected by the measures. At the same time, the quantitative method, which is more, involved statistical and using SPSS programs version 16.0 and E-views program version to analyze data in order to confirm the findings of the qualitative analysis implementing mathematical analysis. On the other hand, the proposed determinant factors and the results of the quantitative analysis could be clarified and supplemented by a qualitative approach to achieve a more credible conclusion.

3.1.1 Enterprises Aims and Int’l Markets Integration Analysis

Based on related theories and empirical research, this dissertation aims to consolidate and expand the existing few literatures on integration network among CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative members (enterprises) and to contribute a wider body of literature to enterprises integration network. The sample consists of the “CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative”. It refers to non-equity based commercial cluster network between regional enterprises (CELAC, 2011) and Chinese supply chains, where CELAC enterprises will grow their commercial & services resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kind of enterprises</th>
<th>Enterprises participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production enterprises</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial enterprises</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services enterprises</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exporting enterprises</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importing enterprises</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>316</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Source: own researcher calculation data, 2012, enterprises of the case study

3.1.2 Sampling Techniques

Although some kind of sampling plan should be used to identify the appropriate sample size, this study used the entire population instead. This is due to the nature of the research question of this Doctoral degree study which data were to be analyzed by factor analysis and structural equation modeling analysis. In relation to these two techniques, Hair et al. (1995) mentioned that the researcher generally would not analyze a sample of fewer than 50 observations, and preferably the sample size should be 100 or larger. As a general rule, the minimum was to have at least five observations for each independent variable or five times as many observations as there are variables to be analyzed, and the more acceptable range would be a ten-to-one ratio. In relation to the structural equation model testing, a general rule is that there should be five observations for each independent variable (Hair et al., 1998).

3.2 Methods of Data Collection

Based on the purposes of this research, several main sources of information have been used:

Information data of the enterprises operating across several industries was collected through industrial associations such as chamber of commerce, Council/Chamber of International Commerce, where one could manage and get relevant enterprises information according to the questionnaire. These are the best data resources of CELAC countries and China market. The objective was to create a preliminary list of enterprises and analyze relevant information of commercial clusters implementation environment at regional and international levels, which exhibit characteristics of transaction costs, implementation reasons, truth, commercial growth, government support, benefits, etc.... In cases where no enough information was available, contact was made with the enterprises to collect or reconfirm data.

Table 5. Mail survey results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaire sent (1)</td>
<td>226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undeliverable questionnaires</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received questionnaires (1)</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>49.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaires sent for follow-up</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>47.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaires received (2)</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>32.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total questionnaires sent (1)-(2)</td>
<td>316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>41.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>58.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decline to participate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unusable</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed questionnaires</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>55.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own researcher calculation data, 2012, mailing survey results

4. Main Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations

The last chapter consists of five sections. The first section discusses significance of the present study including the result concerning the effectiveness of strategic CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative; useful to the supply chain of the markets. The next section is about the summary of the dissertation in order to concretize the main idea of the study. The third section presents the conclusion of the overall study. The following section then discusses the limitations of this Doctoral Philosophy study in terms of its research design and measurement. The fifth and last section provides suggestions for further research (FTA between CELAC - CHINA).

4.1 Significance of this Doctoral Degree Research

It is possible to say that this research will enhance the actual knowledge of (CCI–Commercial Cluster...
Integration Initiative) strategic for developing international markets as in China (study case) and the results from the study will be useful for scholars who are interested in this innovation field. Entrepreneurs, investors or existing enterprises will be able to apply this information in planning, reforming, and developing their commercial resources.

4.2 Summary of This Dissertation

Other theoretical frameworks such as PRT–Property Right Theory and TVT–Transaction Value Theory, that research believes complement the TCE–Transaction Cost Economics, are considered and the mix of all allows this dissertation to reach the theoretical framework of the reference. Likewise, in this theoretical framework, several hypotheses have been formulated and contrasted in Chapter Four. The results of the tests validated the theoretical framework.

As main conclusion, it can be pointed out that if different topics are considered by regional enterprises and governments network in decision making to implement CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative agreement (for example, the possible opportunistic behavior of the members, the presence of trust, the presence of forbearance, the allocation of the property rights or the future clusters results), then the satisfaction of the members is related to the specific structure of the integration network.

4.3 Listing of the Main Conclusions

Following the summary section, the main conclusions are stated as follow:

Satisfaction levels related to CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration InitiativeNW–Network are significantly impacted by global economy as well as regional (CELAC, 2011); within these parameters, theoretical framework of TCT–Transaction Cost Theory, PRT–Property Right Theory and TVT–Transaction Value Theory constitute a necessary support to evaluate implementation processes.

4.4 Limitations of the Actual Doctoral Research

The research results, although encouraging the work on enterprises boundaries, still have some limitations due mainly to the nature of the data. In this sense, the information used for measuring some aspects perhaps are not the best and it could be necessary to work more in this aspect. Furthermore, the information about CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration InitiativeNW–network is quite limited both in terms of the actual features of the selected government structure system and in the terms of attributes identifying complexity transactions commercial resources. This study would have benefited from a more detailed description of the terms of the integration network to make sure that the coding of the variables was the correct one. This difficulty is often recognized in the literature (Oxley, 1997, p. 391). Nevertheless, it is important to bear in mind to introduce some caution in this section. However, it is possible to say that the preliminary evidence presented will encourage future efforts to collect this data and verify the robustness of the results.

4.5 Future Research

Then it is possible that estimates of reliability may be somewhat exaggerated. This is a relatively new view on regional commercial integration research, and of course, there is a need for further research to detail the measurement of the main development.

Future research could significantly raise the level of theory development in CCII–Commercial Cluster Integration Initiative network platform by going beyond path analysis and causal modeling that may permit a deeper understanding of the causal platform of integration network among crucial variables in commercial enterprises network. Moreover as reviewed in many studies (Ford, D., Hakansson, H. and Johnson, J. (1993); Dwyer et al. (1987); Heide and John (1992); Ganesan (1994; Wilson (1995; Batonda and Perry (2003) and theories, resource view has been proposed to account for the emergence of CCP–Commercial Cluster Platform strategy as well as its implementation. According to Zahra and Neubaum (1998), the process of integrating enterprises network can be studied as a flow of resources among industries involved.
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